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Abstract: It is not possible to receive identical yields with utilisation of completely equal amount and

quality of inputs. There are discrepancies between production amount and production values, amounts and

values of inputs used and profit ratios of enterprises, even if the enterprises have identical technological

constraints. This depends upon different productive capabilities and less favourable utilisation resources

by some enterprises. Productive efficiency or economic efficiency is determined as production of

maximum amount of outputs by utilising minimum amount of inputs under a given technological structure.

Yet, the determinants of productive efficiency are related with the production process and allocation of

resources. The aim of this paper is to review the recent literature devoted to technical efficiency analysis,

which is related to the technical process, and its applications to agricultural production, which has a

complex input structure compared to industrial production.

Keywords: Productive Efficiency, Technical Efficiency, Allocation of Resources, Stochastic Frontier,

Agriculture.

INTRODUCTION

Measurement of success in agricultural production

depends on proper interpretation of cost and revenue

structures of enterprises. In this interpretation, financial

success can be attributed to enterprises of which the

revenues exceed costs. Yet, whether the accounting

profits of enterprise is adequate to acknowledge an

enterprise as successful is controversial. The enterprises

utilise various inputs for production. However, the

outcome of input processing is not directly related with

the amount and cost of inputs. It is the technical

process affecting the final output. Two identical firms

having identical input structures may end up with

differentiated yields or different cost-revenue structures.

Therefore, it is also possible to find out that an

enterprise having accounting profits is not efficiently

utilising the inputs incorporated or an enterprise which

has a negative profit scheme is implementing the best

bunch of activities possible.

However, the evaluation of success of the

enterprise in terms of effective use of inputs (land,

labour, seeds, chemicals, water, energy, etc for

vegetative production) and maintenance of a sound cost

structure lies in the efficiency analysis of the process.

There are various methodologies utilised in order to

evaluate the efficiency of a production system, in our

case agricultural production. Most of them stem from

the initial efficiency studies conducted by Michael

Farrel in 1957. Farrel described productive efficiency

as production of a well-defined good with minimum

costs under a predetermined technological constraint .[21]

This early definition yielded diversification of different

measures of efficiency. This paper is constructed to

review different technical efficiency measures

developed and recent literature on these measures,

fo l lo w e d  b y ex e m p la ry  im p le m e n ta t io n  o f

methodologies to agriculture. Interpretation of

efficiency in agriculture is also as important as the

evaluation of agricultural outputs with respect to

diverse range of inputs used has been considered as a

critical task within the literature. In this sense the

following sections provide a review of efficiency

measures and how technical efficiency is calculated and

recent studies stemming from different methodologies

utilised in the field of agriculture.

Efficiency Measures in the Literature: It is not

possible to receive identical yields with utilisation of

completely equal amount and quality of inputs. There

are discrepancies between production amount and

production values, amounts and values of inputs used

and profit ratios of enterprises. These discrepancies,

pointing to different level of productive efficiency of

enterprises, stem from different technical qualifications

and less favourable utilisation of resources .[22]

The agricultural enterprises or farms, which have

productive efficiency, provide opportunities for farmers

to produce more farm income, which leads to a rise in

the welfare level of farm workers . Accordingly, the[11]
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productive or economic efficiency of the enterprise is

rather crucial for agricultural holdings, as it is for

industrial enterprises. The productive efficiency of the

farm is a blend of input-output relations explaining the

farm level price discrepancies and enabling strategic

planning for production . In accordance, technical[17]

efficiency analysis is aggregated and applied to

agricultural production, which embraces a mixed input-

output structure comparing to industrial production.

Michael Farrel tested the productive efficiency

under physical efficiency of input-output transformation

and price efficiency indicating optimal use of resources

. The first part of efficiency referring to technical[21]

efficiency means production of maximum amount of

output with incorporation of minimum possible amount

of inputs . The resource allocation efficiency, on[29,8]

the other hand, is determination of the optimal output

set in response to the given input prices and proper

interpretation of overall macroeconomic and

microeconomic situation accordingly .[18,10,29,27]

For achieving productive efficiency, having

technical and resource-allocation efficiencies is a must

for an enterprise, yet these significances are not solely

adequate for productive efficiency. This means that an

enterprise can have the best amount of output in

exchange of utilisation of best priced, minimum amount

of inputs, but this characteristics may not be enough

for productive or economic efficiency .[29,1]

According to Farrel’s interpretation of technical

efficiency it is not feasible to produce by using more

inputs than required while valuing these inputs more

than the market values. Yet, it is also not efficient to

use more inputs than required even if they are priced

as the market values. Therefore, the technical

inefficiency is defined by Farrel as the ratio of the

least possible (best) amount of inputs to be used to

actual amount of inputs used for a given amount of

output [ . The ratio ranges between 0 and 1 and, the21]

least the ratio means that less ineffective is the

production process. Yet, the resource allocation

inefficiency is the ratio of input prices rated in the

market to the prices paid by the producer and it is

interpreted in a similar way the technical inefficiency.

Therefore, the productive inefficiency, which is an

index ranging between 0 and 1 in this scenario, is

obtained by multiplication of technical and resource-

allocation inefficiency indices .[21,29,27]

With this interpretation, Farrel achieved one more

thing. He disaggregated technical and resource-

allocation inefficiencies. By this disaggregation, it

became possible to assess technical efficiency of

production and to make projections for policy purposes.

Technical efficiency can be measured though three

different methodologies, respectively parametric and

non-parametric approaches and productivity indices

depended on growth accounting measures . These[19]

approaches are interpreted in details below.

Non-parametric Methods and Growth Accounting:

Non-parametric methods of measuring productive

inefficiency are broadly speaking dependent upon

classification of quantitative and qualitative variables

under the well known methodology of Data

Envelopment Analysis (DEA). In this analysis

disaggregation of scale and technical efficiency by

solely incorporation of input and output quantities is

possible, which provides the researcher with relative

shares of each source in the inefficiency produced .[15]

The linear programming of inputs and outputs in terms

of quantity used and quantity produced also leads

inferences fo r mult ip le  inp u ts  and  outputs

simultaneously . The DEA methodology produces a[19]

distance function which refers to the distance of inputs

(quantities) utilised and outputs (quantities) obtained to

a benchmark input and output set, and specific

inference for single inputs is possible.

The other approach developed to measure the

technical efficiency is the partial productivity indices

developed to indicate the ratio between the inputs and

outputs. It is possible to measure the impact of single

or multiple inputs on the total amount of production by

productivity indices developed in accordance with the

concept of growth accounting. The efficiency scale is

the unique comparison of the amount of input and the

output in a single input case. Yet, the impact can be

measured partially for multi-input cases . In the[3]

multi-input case, the inputs other than the one being

considered are taken as constant for a specific time of

measurement for static scaling. Yet, the growth in time

in such cases can be managed by dynamic indexation

. However, partial productivity interpretations do not[25]

allow proper sample and/or enterprise based technical

efficiency interpretations or sample wise comparisons.

The variation in partial productivity indices can hardly

be attributed to the variation in productive (or

economic) efficiency .[3]

 MATERIAL AND METHODS

Parametric methods devoted for measurement of

technical efficiency are structured based on a

parameterized production, cost or profit function and

establishment of a benchmark for interpretation of the

whole sample in terms of efficiency. The process

executed is estimation of the quantitative impacts of

parameters – resources on the production quantity –

value, cost value or profit value. The interpretation of

the function (production-cost-profit) can be in

descriptive, observable or stochastic, probable manner.
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Descriptive Methods: The function of the case is

estimated in a closed manner and the all estimation

error is attributed to technical inefficiency regardless of

it being emerged due to a production-free inefficiency

or a probabilistic influence . Therefore, the frontier[10]

or the benchmark function is either mathematically

programmed considering the inputs and outputs or

estimated statistically by using Ordinary Least Squares

(OLS) without considering stochastic variation .[2 9 ,19]

These descriptive models, excluding stochastic variation

in the error term are generally preferred in order to

receive irrevocable interpretation opportunities for

technical inefficiency. However, it is not possible to

interpret the efficiency with reference to enterprises

taking place in the sample and accordingly, only the

sample average of the technical efficiency can be

computed . Yet, there is a high probability for low[21]

determinative power of these models in terms of

estimating efficiency and causes of efficiency as they

are structured to restrict the estimation errors .[29]

Stochastic Methods: The parameterised stochastic

frontier function both embraces technical inefficiencies

of the production process and the probabilistic, random

effects leading to productive inefficiency. In this sense,

there appears a composite error term involving

technical inefficiency and random effects . Therefore,[21]

stochastic frontier functions enable the researcher to

measure both the technical efficiency sources and

impact of measurement errors or factors that are not

directly related with production process itself . The[19]

estimated function appears as a frontier or benchmark

with the parameter estimates indicating whether the

enterprise or production unit is producing at the

production or profit frontier .[23]

Within the estimation methodology, the benchmark
for the production or profit, which also embraces the
cost, is obtained by the statistically significant
parameter estimates and mean values of the variables.
The next step is to measure the distance between the
observed dependent variable and the benchmark value.
This quantitative distance provides the value of
technical inefficiency when random effects are
disaggregated from the estimated composite error term

. As the composite error term involves probabilistic[4 ,21]

outlier effects as well as the attributes of technical
inefficiency, the out or in shifts from the frontier can
be observed across enterprises. In order to disaggregate
the effects of the random shocks, which refer to
stochastic changes in the frontier across observation
units rather than direct shifts in the frontier, it is
assumed that the stochastic part of the error term
follows a bi-directional normal distribution . In[2]

addition to the normally distributed stochastic error
term, the technical inefficiency error, referring to the

inefficiency of the production-cost-profit function, is a
part of the estimated composite error, which has a
unidirectional distribution structure (discrete normal,
exponential, gamma, etc.), . Therefore, the composite[21]

error term involves the symmetrical stochastic error and
unidirectional technical inefficiency term, referring to
shifts of enterprises from the benchmark.

After the composite error term is disaggregated
and the technical inefficiency is obtained, the
methodology enables interpretation of the reasoning of
the technical inefficiency. In this, manner, the
demographic and socio-economical situation of the
farms and farmers are considered as independent
variables explaining the retrieved technical inefficiency
figure referring to the shifts from the benchmark due
to technical incapability of enterprises .[5]

The applications of stochastic frontier estimation
are similar for agricultural production, despite having
a more complex structure. Reducing the level of
inefficiency for a farm can also be maintained either by
reducing the amount of inputs or by increasing the
mount of outputs. The observation units, farms for
agricultural production case, are ranked according to
the estimated production, cost or profit frontier.
Therefore, the inefficiency values are regressed against
the demographic, environmental or structural features
of the farms in order to determine the factors impacting
technical inefficiency and their level of impact .[24]

As it is understood for the case, the parametric
methodologies, specifically the stochastic frontier
approaches, produce inferable outcomes for the
technical capacity of the production unit for either
agriculture or other productive sectors. As the review
of methodological improvements for measurement of
the productive efficiency is provided, it is beneficial to
review recent applications of different methodologies
and the outcomes obtained in agriculture is essential.

Recent Studies: There are various studies concerning
technical efficiency analysis in agriculture, with a given
complex input structure ranging from land, water to
labour and chemical ingredients. Some recent analyses
mainly incorporating stochastic frontier approach, which
provides more inferable outcomes are as following.

In a study focusing on efficiency of agriculture of
developing countries, 30 cases from 14 different
countries were interpreted through technical efficiency
indices. As a result of the study, it was found out that
it was possible to retain more output regardless of
excess input utilisation under the given technological
constraint .[11]

Two different stochastic frontier functions were
estimated in China in order to interpret productive
effic iency of conventional and  hybrid  r ice .
Conventional production was found more technically
effective and it was understood that education and farm
land (acreage) is positively correlated with the technical
efficiency of hybrid rice production .[29]
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In a study undertaken in Northern Ghana among

256 rice producers to estimate profit efficiency of

enterprises, the inefficiency index based upon deduction

of half-normally distributed stochastic error term was

found to be related with enterprise and household

characteristics. It was also understood that ageing of

the farmer and involvement of the farmer in non-farm

activities reduce technical efficiency. Besides, it was

found that farms receiving extension services and

integrated to input distribution channels produce more

efficient outcomes in terms of technical efficiency .[1]

The productive efficiency of conventional and

organic olive cultivating farms in Greece was estimated

through input based production function. The technical

inefficiency component estimated was found to be

related with family labour share in the total labour

cost, size of the farm, capital stock and regional

differences. It was found that the level of technical

efficiency in organic enterprises is 69.13 %, while it is

58.73 % for conventional enterprises. Besides, it was

also found that the variation of the efficiency among

enterprises is higher for organic enterprises .[28]

In a study based on profit function approach for

interpretation of agricultural inefficiency in Russia, cost

functions are used in order to set forth relationships

between technical inefficiency and distance functions,

relationship between input demand and output supply

and to demonstrate technical inefficiency scores

constituting the profit function. The system also applied

to combine allocation efficiency scores .[2]

It was understood from a production frontier study

undertaken in Ghana among onion, green pepper and

tomato producers that there is a considerable variation

of the efficiency for all products. Technical efficiency

in green pepper was found to be related with farmer’s

level of education, the distance of farm to the market

and extension services. The age of the farmer, his level

of education, distance of the farm to farmer’s house

and methods applied to increase productivity of the

land were found to be effective in terms of tomato

efficiency. Yet, efficiency in onion production was

influenced by farming experience, distance to market

and extension services .[7]

Stochastic production frontier estimation was

conducted among 252 dairy farms in New South Wales

district of Victoria – Australia. The level of efficiency

for the observed farms was found out to be 87 % and

there found a variation of yield across regions. The

main determinant of technical efficiency was milk yield

per cow according to the findings .[20]

In a technical efficiency analysis of tomato and

asparagus production in Navarra, Spain, production

function was estimated with parametrical and non-

parametrical methods. The results indicated that both

products were produced out of limits of technical

efficiency. The technical efficiency indices were found

to be positively related with partial productivity indices

and negatively with cultivation costs per hectare .[16]

In a stochastic profit frontier estimation conducted

for Bangladeshi rice producers with reference to 1996

data, the average technical efficiency was found out to

be 77 %, indicating a 23 % profit loss due to technical

inefficiencies. The variation of technical efficiency was

correlated with agricultural infrastructure, yield per

acre, experience and extension services .[26]

In 19.000 large scale farms in Russia, the

relationship between the translog production function

and debt and subsidies was surveyed and the

production values and subsidies were found to be

inversely related to each other .[6]

A stochastic profit frontier analysis was conducted

in 50 rice farms per each of the four agriculturally

oriented regions of Nigeria. The stochastic frontier

estimation produced more sound outcomes compared to

the OLS estimation, in which the random inefficiency

impact is neglected. The average profit efficiency of

rice farms was found out to be 60.1 %. Besides, the

reasoning of the profit efficiency was attributed to both

technical and allocation of resources inefficiencies .[19]

There are also quite a number of efficiency studies

conducted for measurement purposes in Turkish

agriculture in recent years. Besides, there are also

methodological surveys devoted to determination of the

proper efficiency measurement analysis . Some of[12]

the recent efficiency studies are as following.

A translog stochastic production function was

formed for 1993-1995 production data of 67 provinces

in Turkey. In this study, agro-climate and

environmental factors such as amount of precipitation

and quality of production area were used in estimation

of the production function in accordance with a

regional comparison across sampled units due to

inefficiency figures .[14]

In a fishery economics study undertaken in Black
Sea Region of Turkey, Data Envelopment Analysis was
used in order to determine cost efficiency of the trout
farms. The tobit analysis applied to 71 trout farms in
the scope of stratified sampling revealed a concrete
relationship between technical inefficiency and lack of
technical knowledge and cost inefficiency .[13]

In a profit inefficiency analysis of vegetable
producers of Samsun province between 2002 and 2003,
the reasons of inefficiency were analysed. It was
understood at the end of the frontier estimation of
Cobb Douglas production function through data
retrieved from 75 producers that the vegetable
producers could produce 18 % more with their existing
resources and technology. In this study, education,
experience, credit use opportunities, women
participation to farm activities and level of knowledge
were found as determinants of technical inefficiency .[9]
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Conclusions: Effective production by using appropriate
input-output structure is something more than receiving
accounting profits. The process of transformation of
inputs to outputs has crucial importance in
interpretation of success of a production system. The
success of the process can be explained through
productive or economic efficiency, which means
production of maximum amount/value of outputs with
utilisation of minimum amount/value of inputs under a
given technological constraint. Therefore, productive
efficiency refers to best technical practices and best
possible resource allocation incorporated in the
production system, in other words the sum of technical
and resource allocation efficiencies.

There are various methodologies developed to
measure technical efficiency, the technical capability of
an input transformation system. Within this paper it is
aimed to review the different measurement approaches
of technical efficiency and their use in agriculture.
There are three main methodologies developed to
measure technical efficiency. First one is non-
parametric method exemplified in Data Envelopment
Analysis. This sort of analyses depends on
classification of quantitative and qualitative facets of
production, which provides the researcher with
interpretation of a single input and its distance to the
ideal input set. The second method applied is partial
productivity indices. These indices indicate the ratio of
inputs to the output. Yet, the procedure is not
completely appropriate for inference of impacts of
multiple input cases such as agricultural production due
to hardship of disaggregating the source of variation.
The third methodology is parametric approach
depending upon estimation of proper production, cost
or profit functions. The functions can either be
estimated either deterministically or a stochastically. In
deterministic estimation, all variation from the average
sector or sample mean or the frontier, are attributed to
technical inefficiency. However, the variation can be
disaggregated in terms of technical inefficiency and
stochastic influence of out-of-production factors in the
stochastic frontier estimations. Accordingly, as the
technical inefficiency term is filtered, it becomes
possible to investigate the reasoning of the inefficiency
or the distance to the frontier.

Accordingly, the stochastic frontier estimations are
the most appropriate tools to question technical
incapability of production units, farms and other
agricultural holdings. Following the methodological
review, some examples of applications of technical
efficiency analyses on agricultural are provided within
the paper. The methodologies, specifically the
stochastic frontier approach reveals strong relationships
between inefficiency of the agricultural production and
farmer / farm characteristics, environmental influences
and socio-economic factors impacting on the input
transformation process.
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